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Introduction to branding

• About me

• What is branding?
• Branding is not logos and not advertising – its every touchpoint on consumers.
• Brands are bundles of attributes, sometimes connected to symbols, that provide 

consumers with a heuristic that helps deal with information asymmetry, and 
provide loyalty incentives

• Emotional and rational

• Why learn about and teach branding? 
• Economics:   

• brands underpin price elasticity of demand and 
• provide case studies for where the pure (commodity) economic model needs augmenting

• Accounting – brands are the ultimate ‘intangible asset’ and value can be 
calculated

• Business management – In a post-industrial economy, branding is necessary for 
commercial survival (eg. milk v Coke)
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Introduction to branding

• Key concepts:
• Awareness
• Positioning
• Equity
• Loyalty

• What’s different about place brands?
• Harder to influence
• They need to encapsulate a wide variety of sectors
• They can impact more on people’s lives

• Order of presentation
• Case study - Overview of Tasmania’s branding
• Adapting brands for international markets
• Brand ethics
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• Tasmania is collaboratively positioning 

itself as an internationally recognisable 

brand, know for premium products 

• creating a competitive advantage over 

other Australia states

Economic motives – branding Tasmania:

• investment attraction 

• increased tourist numbers

• a rise in the sales of premium food and 

beverages and other Tasmanian products 

• a boost in the number of international 

students and business and skilled 

migrants. 

An overview of Tasmania’s branding
Why its vital 



• International branding is a 

collaborative process:

o Tasmanian Government

o Brand Tasmania

o Brand Tasmania partners (Tasmanian 

businesses) 

• A place is not a logo and a tagline, 

strategies need to create a journey 

leading to cultural and behavioural 

change

• trust and relationships are key

• creating a sense of identity, 

ownership and pride

• social responsibility of 

marketing, ensuring honesty 

and living up to claims.

Branding strategies
Relationships and governance
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The role of the council is to:

• heighten the profile, quality and value of 

Tasmanian products and services

• Encourage a broad based ownership of 

the Tasmanian brands by Tasmanian 

enterprises and the community. 

• Brand partners – company profiles, 

access to industry intelligence, 

workshops, Visiting Journalist Programs 

access to marketing materials and usage 

of the Tasmania brand. 

“As a partner, the identity system may be used to market 

your product, in associated packaging, embedded in the 

product, or in communications to identify a Tasmanian place 

of origin”. From Brand Tasmania Identity Guidelines

Brand Tasmania Council 



brand model

What is Tasmania’s unique point of 

difference 

What are the aspirations of all sectors 

of our economy 

How can Tasmania stand out in a 

crowded and GLOBAL marketplace 

Essence – Far from ordinary 



Research on perceptions of Tasmania’s brand 



Research on perceptions of Tasmania’s beverages 



China – unique target group, previously 

limited brand awareness:

• Tas Invest campaign – Mandarin, usage of 

colours considered by Chinese to be 

prestigious and lucky

• Bobbie Bear – celebrity endorsements

• key messages - premium/safe food, 

GMO moratorium, industries have strong 

regulatory frameworks to protect 

investors

Tasmania’s brand in China
Adapting and uplifting



• Brand ambassador’s are chosen as people who genuinely have a love for 

Tasmania, like Ricky Ponting

• Ethical endorsements require the ambassador to be genuine, sincere and 

honest

• Use local marketing experts to achieve mainstream media coverage and 

social media uptake. Government media protocols are still followed. 

Promoting Tasmania’s brand: India
Developing brand awareness



The ethics of marketing to potential migrants 

• Financial and emotional investment for 

migrants when choosing a country to 

immigrate to, far exceeds what is 

required for any other ‘product’ 

• Competition between states to 

attract business and skilled migrants 

• Unique selling points Tasmania: 

o work/life balance

o affordable housing

o low crime rate

o family friendly

• The place needs to live up to 

expectations, support services and 

inclusive programs are necessary
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